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During the summer Marginal Ice Zone Experiment in Fram Strait in 1983 and 1984, fourteen mesoscaleeddies,in both deep and shallow water, were studiedbetween78ø and 81øN. Sampling combined
satellite and aircraft remote sensingobservations,conductivity-temperature-depthobservations,drift of
surfaceand subsurfacefloats and current meter measurements.Typical scalesof these eddieswere 20-40
km. Rotation was mainly cyclonicwith a maximum speed,in severalcasessubsurfaceof up to 40 cm s- •

Observations
furthersuggest
thattheeddylifetime
wasat least20to 30days.Fivegeneration
sources
are
suggestedfor theseeddies.Several of the eddieswere topographicallytrapped, while others,primarily
formedby combinedbaroclinicand barotropicinstability,moved as much as 10-15 km d -• with the
mean current. The vorticity balance in the nontrapped eddies is dominated by the stretching of isopycnals accompaniedby a change in the radial shear. In the most completely observededdy south of
79øN the available potential energy exceededthe kinetic energyby a factor of 2. Quantitative estimates

suggestthat the abundanceof theseeddiesenhancesthe iceedgemelt up to 1-2 km d- •

!.

INTRODUCTION

The marginal ice zone (MIZ) is the transition region from
open ocean to pack ice. Here strong mesoscaleair-ice-ocean
interactive processesoccur which control the advance and retreat of the ice margin. To gain better understanding of these
processes,the 1984 Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX
'84) was carried out in Fram Strait between Greenland and
Svalbard from May 18 to July 30, !984, following a preliminary summer experiment in 1983 I-MIZEX Group, 1986]. One
of the central objectivesof MIZEX is to understand the physics of mesoscale eddies and their importance in the various
exchangeprocessesof mass,heat, and momentum which affect
the position of the ice edge.
Major investigations of mid-ocean eddies started in 1973
with the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE) 1 program [Robinson, 1983]. Although it is now well established
that eddies are present in all the world oceanswith important
implications for physical, biological, chemical, and geological
oceanography and acoustics[Robinson, 1983; Maqaard et al.,
1983], eddy features have not been extensivelyinvestigated in
the MIZ. To qualitatively demonstrate the effect of eddies in
the MIZ, a unique aerial photograph obtained on June 30,
1984 is shown in Plate 1, where the ice traces the cyclonic
orbital motion of an eddy at the ice edge. (Plate 1 is shown
here in black and white. The color version can be found in the

separate color sectionin this issue.)Such motion advectslarge
amounts of ice, Polar Water (PW), and Atlantic Water (AW)
into closer contact, causing enhanced floe breakup and ice
melting. While Plate 1 shows one ice edge eddy in detail, the
National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA)
satellite image from July 1, 1984 (Plate 2) establishesthat
eddiesand meandersare the dominant featuresalong the ice
edge under moderate wind conditions. (Plate 2 is shown here
in black

and white.

The

color

version

can be found

in the

separate color section in this issue.) Note also the large
number of eddiesin the oceanoff the ice edge.
Fram Strait is the region where almost all heat and water
exchange between the Arctic Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean
takes place I-Aa,qaardand Greissman,1975]. The general largescale ocean circulation in this region is dominated by the
southward flowing cold and low-salinity East Greenland Current (EGC) which exports ice and PW out of the Arctic
Ocean, and the northward flowing warm and saline AW in the
West Spitzbergen Current (WSC) [-Perkin and Lcwis, 1984].
The West Spitzbergen Current separates into filaments that
either

recirculate

in Fram

Strait

or advect AW

into the Arctic

(Figure 1). The large-scale ocean circulation studied during
MIZEX '84 is reported by Quadfaselet al. [this issue]. Three
distinct water massescharacterize the upper 1000 m in Fram
Strait. Swift and Aagaard [1981] and Swift [1986] defined
these water types as follows: Polar Water (salinity S < 34.49/00,
temperature T > freezing), Atlantic Water (A > 34.99/00,
T > 3øC), and Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) (34.4 < S <
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mean depth of 800 m extends northwestward from Svalbard.
The most dramatic variations are found in the central part of
Fram Strait where there are several deep depressions,such as
Molloy Deep, which extends to 5500 m, while seamountsand
ridges rise steeplyto about 1500 m below the surface.
Previous investigation in Fram Strait have revealed that
mesoscaleeddiesare present along the ice edge [Johannessen
et al., 1983; Wadhams and Squire, 1983, Vinje, 1977]. The
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ice stress can also generate instability of an infinite sea ice
front overlying a passiveocean as modeled by Killworth and
Paldot [1985].
MIZEX '83 and MIZEX '84 used a variety of observational
techniquesto study open ocean eddies, eddies at the ice edge,
and eddies beneath the ice. These techniques include satellite
and aircraft remote sensing, standard conductivitytemperature-depth (CTD) sectionsfrom ships and helicopters,
the drift of surface and subsurface floats, current meter
measurements, and Cyclesonde measurements [MIZEX

Plate 1. Aerial photograph of the 20- to 40-km ice edge eddy E1
centered at 79øN, 2ø30'W taken from the CV 580 on June 30, 1984.

(The color version of this figure can be found in the separate color
section in this issue.)

scalesof these eddies ranged from 5-15 km north of Svalbard
to 50-60 km for the Molloy Deep eddy in the central part of
Fram Strait. The generation mechanisms which have been
suggestedfor theseeddiesare summarizedin Table 1, together
with horizontal and vertical eddy scales, estimated or measured orbital speed,and eddy propagation speed.The mechanisms include barotropic and baroclinic instability, topographic trapping, differential Ekman pumping along the ice
edge, and ice edge instability driven by internal ice dynamics.

The topographyicallycontrollededdy over Molloy Deep has
also been simulated in a numerical model [Smith et al., 1984],
while upper ocean eddies along the ice edge with scalesof
20-40 km are generatedby differential Ekman pumping in a
numerical model by Hiikkinen [1986]. Moreover, the internal

Plate

2

Group, 1986]. The combination of all of these data sources
provides a detailed picture of eddies in the MIZ. This study
describes first the eddies south of 79øN, then the eddies in the
central part of Fram Strait between 79ø and 80øN, followed by
the eddies north of 80øN, and concludes with a discussion of
eddy sources,vorticity, energy, and eddy-induced ablation and
ice edge retreat in the MIZ. In all, 14 eddies, E1 to El4, are
discussedin the following.
2.

DESCRIPTION

OF THE EDDY

DATA

The ice-ocean eddy program was carried out along the ice
edge from 81øN, north of Svalbard, to 78øN. We will describe
the eddy observations in three sequences;south of 79øN, between 79ø and 80øN, and north of 80øN.

2.1. South of 79øN
This program lasted from July 4 to 15, 1984, with the research vesselHdkon Mosby covering the open water part of
the eddy region and the researchvesselKvitbjorn covering the
ice part, in conjunction with repeated remote sensingaircraft
overflights. Figure 2a shows the passageof three low-pressure
systemsthrough Fram Strait with maximum winds up to 20 m

s-•, and Figure 2b showsthe associated
ship-measured
wind
conditions from June 15 to July 15. The mean ice edge is also
superimposedon the weather maps and indicates that along

NOAA satellite AVHRR image (combinedIR and visual) from July 1, 1984. (The color version and a complete
descriptionof this figure can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)
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Fig. 1. Fram Strait bathymetry(depthin hundredsof meters),mean summerice edge(hatched)and generalupper
oceancirculation(solidarrowsindicateflow of Atlantic Water, open arrowsindicateice drift and flow of Polar Water).
The main experimental site is located within the marked box.

ice edge winds with the ice to the right (looking downwind)
often occurduring the passageof low-pressuresystems.
A total of 250 conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) stations were obtained from the two ships,with typical station
spacingof 4 km and a samplingdepth of 500 m (Figure 3).
Furthermore, the research vesselPolarstern carried out a west-

tainedbetweenJune26 and July 14, 1984(Plates3a and 3b).
(Plate 3a is shown here in black and white. The color version

can be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)On
June26 the ice edgeeddyE1 startedto form at approximately
79ø15'N and lø30'W (Plate 3a) and was fully developedon
June 29 with a scale of 20-40 km centered at about 79øN and

east sectionand a north-southsectionto the bottom through 2ø15'W.This suggestsa spinup time of about 3 days for the
the region on July 7-8 and July 16, 1984, respectively,while upper layer which containsPW and ice. During these3 days
R/V Kvitbjorn later repeatedthe two sectionson July 21-22, the mean southwardpropagationof the eddy deducedfrom
(Figure 3).
The eddy features,El-E4, to be discussedare shown in the

sequenceof satellite and aircraft remote sensingimagesobTABLE

theseimageswas 10 km d- • (1 km d- • • 1 cm s-•). When
this eddywasfirst observed,the wind was alongthe ice edge
from the northeast20 m s-•, later decreasing
in speedand

1. Generation Mechanisms for Mesoscale Eddies in the Fram Strait, in Addition to Some
Eddy Characteristics
Horizontal

Scale,
Generation

Mechanism

Barotropic instability, Norsex '79
[Johannessenet al., 1983]
Molloy Deep Eddy
Baroclinic instability, Ymer 80
[Wadhams and Squire, 1983]
Topographic controlled,
MIZEX '83 [Johannessenet al.,
1984]
Topographic controlled,
Numerical

km

Vertical

Orbital

Scale,

Speed,

m

cm s- •

Propagation

< 200

5-20

10 cm s -x

60

>600

7-16

negligible

50-60

> 2000

15-25

stationary

60-80

3500

50

stationary

5-15

model

[Smith et al., 1984]
Hh'kkinen [ 1986]
Killworth and Paldot [1985]

10-40

20-50

< 100

no ocean

nonlinear

advection
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Pressuremapson June20 and 23 and July 3 and 7, 1984(valuesin millibars,two last digits).The hatchedline
indicates mean ice edge.

backing to the north. From June 29, to July 1, E1 moved
slowly southwardstowards 78ø50'N and 2øW, while the apparent motion betweenJuly 1 and 4 was slowly eastward.In
all, the propagation of E1 is controlled mainly by the background motion, sincethe self-propagationof eddiesat high
latitudes is negligible [Johannessenet al., 1983]. In contrast,
two large ice floeswere recognizedabout 15 km to the west of

50%), implying negligible internal ice stress [Roed and
O'Brien, 1983], the ice mirrors the upper ocean circulation.
The orbital motion, at least in the surface layer, is cyclonic,
while the pattern of spiraling lines of ice toward the center
implies that ageostrophiceffectsare important. The primary
effect is assumed to be associated with frictionally driven
inward radial motion and convergencein the surface layer.
thiseddywith a meansouthwarddrift of 30 cm s- • between However, the effect of surface tilt may also lead to inward
radial motion.
June 26 and July 4.
In contrast to the SAR mosaic on July 5, the July 7 mosaic
The spinup of a secondeddy, E2, 50 km southwestof E1
occurredbetween July 1 and 4. In this period, intensification reflects the ice configuration influenced by 2 days of strong

of the high pressureFigures 2a and 2b led to north to north- northerlywindsof up to 15 m s-•. This wind eventerasedthe
eastwindsreaching12 m s-•. The July4 IR imagealsoshows clear ice convergencesignature within the eddy but did not
the presenceof the eddyfeaturesE3 and E4 in the AW just off completely erase the ice boundary signature,demonstrating
the ice edge.

that imaging radars can observeice-oceaneddies even under

The syntheticapertureradar (SAR) mosaicobtainedon July
5 (Plate 3b) as well as the aircraft photo obtained on June 30
(Plate 1) clearly revealedthe detailed surfacestuctureof the
elliptically shaped eddy E1 with dimensionsof 20-40 km.
Sincethe wind conditionsduring these2 days were relatively
calm, and the ice concentration in the eddy was low (lessthan

high wind conditions.Prevailingnortherlywindsof 5 m s- •
on July 8 and 9 again allowed the ice to reflect the upper
ocean current, as can be seen in the SAR mosaic obtained on
July 9. The center position of this eddy is almost the same as
that observed on July 5. There also appears to be another
eddy present in the northeast corner of this mosaic, which is
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Fig. 2b. Wind observations(30-min averages)obtainedfrom R/V HdkonMosby betweenJune 15 and July 15 1984.

the eddy E4 in Plate 3a. The winds of lessthan 8 m s- • from

derived from the star pattern CTD sections(Figure 3) obtained during the period July 10-14, 1984,showsthe complex
subsurfacestructureof eddiesE1 and E3. (Plate 4 is shown

July 12-14 again allowedE1 to be seenin the July 14 sidelookingairborneradar (SLAR) mosaic(Plate 3b).
The three-dimensionaltemperaturecomposite(Plate 4)
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Plate 3. Sequenceof NOAA satellite visual and IR images on June 26, June 29, July 1, and July 4; aircraft SAR
mosaicson July 5, 7, and 9' and SLAR mosaicon July 14. Eddy featureslabeledEl-E4 are discussedin the text. (The
color versionof this figurecan be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)

separatecolor sectionin this issue.)The structureof E3, docu- neath the surfacelayer of the eddies.This indicates that the
mented by CTD stations, included in the three-dimensional vertical depth of the eddiesexceeds500 m. The winds during

compositein Plate 4, showsa verticaldomingof about 300m

thisperiodwereconsistently
southwest
at 5-10 m s- x,with no

with cyclonic rotation. Repetitive CTDs through the eddy
center of E1 over this 5-day period, showed that the eddy
remained stationary, verifying the synoptic representationof
Plate 4. The blue color in the upper layer representsthe PW
with temperatureless than 2øC, while the red color is AW
with temperatureabove 4øC. Ice is shown by the white spots,
while the blue color in the interior representswater temper-

major influence on the structure of the eddies.A section obtained on July 16, 1984 by R/V Polarstern showed that the
eddy density anomaly disappearedbelow 1000 m.

ature below 2øC. The mean movement

surface centered above the interior

of the ice and PW is

A more detailed

view of the structures of E1 and E3 can be

seen in the east-west and north-south

CTD

sections shown in

Figures 4a-4d. The east-westsection(Figure 4a) showswarm
AW (>4.5øC) extending from a core depth of 50 m to the
dome structure.

The north-

indicated by arrows which show the westward drift in the south section(Figures4b and 4d) showssimilar interior dome
northern domain and the suddencyclonicturn southward at structure in the vicinity of the eddy center with the main core
the edge of the EGC. Similarly,the mean drift of the AW is of AW located above. However, the surface manifestation is
shown by arrows. Significantdome structure appearedbe- weaker, with temperature below 3.5øC.
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In addition to the centralcore of AW locatednear the eddy
center,a filament of AW is located to the west of the eddy
center at a depth of 50 m (Figure 4a, at station 224), and to
the north of the eddy centerat a depth of 60 m (Figure 4b, at
station 249) on July 13. This filament acts as a tracer. It was

3b

and the buoy were forced by the wind from southwestacross
the warm core of the cyclonically turning AW which had
maximum

velocities at 50 m of more than 40 cm s-x. After

goingthrough somesmall-scaleanticyclonicrotation, perhaps
associatedwith eddy-eddy interaction, the buoy enters the
strongsouthwardcurrent associatedwith the eddy E4 on July

first observed30 km northeastof the eddy centeron July 11,
with a width of about 10 km at a mean depth of 50 m. It was
alsofound in the sectionobtainedon July 14, at a mean depth
of 30 m, about 20 km northwest of the eddy center. This
filament displayeda cyclonicmotion around the eddy center,
and if it is continuous,the calculatedorbital speedis about
50-70 cm s-x, which is higher than the direct current

face structureof E4 seenin the remote sensingimages(Plates
3a and 3b). There was no dramatic changein the magnitudeof
the current vectorsduring the 4-day period, which suggests
that the eddy orbital speed in E1 and E4 is similar for the

measurementsreported below.

upper 50 m, of the order of 30-40 cm s- •.

11. Early on July 12 the northern current weakens and turns
cyclonically to flow east-northeastin agreement with the sur-

The observed vertical shear exhibits a weak increase of 10-3
The velocityfield was derivedby drifting Argosbuoys,one
of which had current meters suspendedbelow it. The drift s- • in theupper50m (Figure5) in agreement
withsubsurface
pattern of Argos buoy 5062 deployed on an ice floe in the maximum seenin the geostrophicflow calculationswith level
eddy E1 on July 9 is shownin Figure 5 togetherwith absolute of no motion at 500 m (Figure 6). The subsurfacemaxima of

current vectors at 5, 10, and 50 m. During July 10 the ice floe

20 cm s-x present
in El, resultfromthereversalof the slope
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cyclonic rotation of El, with a radius of about 20 km and an

orbital speedof 30 cm s-•. After July 18 the buoy continued
its orbital motion with a period of 2.5 to 3.5 days, while being
advected in the mean southward flow of the same magnitude
as the eddy orbital speed,implying that the eddy E1 started to
propagate after July 15. After July 29, south of 78øN the buoy
acceleratedand made two open loops before the eddy signal
in the drift path disappeared.This indicatesan eddy lifetime in
the surface layer of at least 20-30 days (the subsurfaceeddy
signature may persist longer) with a mean motion of 15

km/d- •.
10:0

2O0

300:

400.

2.2.

Between

79 ø and 80øN

In the central part of Fram Strait the complex bathymetry,
including Molloy Deep, affects the barotropi½ component of
the ocean circulation. The cyclonic recirculation of the AW
(E5) is coupled to this complex bathymetry. The idea that the
positive relative vorticity is further enhancedby the deepening
of the AW

core as if flows

underneath

the PW

addes

new

insight into the recirculation of AW. A schematicof this AW
recirculation is shown in Figure 7, together with the bathymetry, location of a north-south CTD section,and trajectories
of drifting buoys. The AW deepensand turns westward near
80øN following the isobaths and continues southward where a
branch separates eastwards, thus completing a large cyclonic

turn in the southernpart of Molloy Deep. This is the area
where a major ice tongue is often observedin advanced very
high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) and passive microwave
images (Plate 2) indicating that the recirculated AW drags on
the PW

and ice to the east. The mesoscale

eddies in this area

are influencednot only by the regional circulation but also by
the complex mesoscalebathymetry.
The north-south CTD section (Figure 8) from July 1-2,
Plate 4. Three-dimensionaltemperaturecompositeof E1 and E3.
Arrows indicate the motions of the ice, Polar Water, and Atlantic
1984, shows the temperature (left) and density (right) structure
Water. (The color versionof this figurecan be found in the separate to the bottom across the central Fram Strait. The regional
color section in this issue.)
recirculation as schematically shown in Figure 7 is clearly
documented by the core of warm AW at both ends of the
section.Also seenis the thin lens (25 m deep) of light trapped
of the isopycnalsin the upper layer (Figures 4c and 4d). This PW at the surface (Figure 8, top right). In the interior the
maximum suggeststhat the barotropicspeedin E1 (and E4) is deepening of the isopycnalscentered at stations 262, 268, and
10-20 cm s- •. On the other hand, the vertical shearwas of the 273is associated
withthetopographic
depressions,
whilethe
order of 10-3 s-•, in agreementwith that obtainedfrom the doming of the isopycnalscentered at station 267 and 271. is
current meters. Furthermore, the northern part of the open associated with the topographic highs. Assuming weak inocean eddy E3 has a surfacemaximum speedof about 25 cm creasing velocity with depth, this may indicate that there are
s- • at station 424 (Figure 6), while the horizontal and vertical three cyclonic eddies (E6, E8, and El0) and two anticyclonic
eddies (E7 and E9) which are topographically controlled in
shear are of the same magnitudes as for El.
The trajectory of buoy 5071 from July 9-11 (Figure 5), de- agreement with conservation of potential vorticity on an f
ployed in open water in the vicinity of the eddy E4 with a 3 m plane (Figure 8, bottom right). E6 is the Molloy Deep eddy
et al. [1984] and modeledby Smith
by 3 m sail centeredat 10 m, similarly displays the orbital observedby Johannessen
motion associatedwith the cyclonic eddy E4. The estimated et al. [1984]. The lack of couplingin the upper 25 m (Figure 8)
speedof this buoywas30 cm s-•, in agreementwith the later probably resultsfrom wind forcing and stratification.
The cold subsurfacecore at station 264 of PW possibly
observation on July 12 by the current meter suspendedfrom
buoy 5062. The geostrophic calculations with level of no resultsfrom the anticycloniccirculationindicatedby the splitmotion near the bottom at 2500 m using the July 16 north- ting of the ice tongue, seenin aircraft microwave observations
south R/V Polarstern CTD section gave maximum cyclonic made in 1983-1984. This anticyclonic turn was also recogorbitalspeedat the surfaceof 35 cm s- • in E4 in goodagree- nized in the Argos buoy trajectories. It may result from the
ment with the buoy drift speed.Moreover, the vertical shear sharp curvature of the isobaths which the east-southeastward
flow cannot follow. Instead,it is forced upward by the trough,
was mainly confinedto the upper 500 m.
The drift of buoys5090locatedin open water without sail is creating negative vorticity resulting in anticyclonic motion.
shown in Figure 5 together with the SLAR mosaic obtained The westwardflow of recirculatedAW directly to the south of
on July 16. From July 10 to 15 the buoy drifted around the this ice tongueis another sourcefor this negativevorticity.
periphery of E1 and E4; subsequently,it was caught in the
In 1983, two buoys (T7 and T8) suspendedwith current
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meters at 2, 10, 20, 40, and 200 m were deployed on ice floes sociatedwith E5. The float at 250 m locatedin the vicinity of
west of Molloy Deep (Figure 7). Direct current measurements the large seamountnorth of Molloy Deep made, as was exfrom the easternbuoy T7 gave a speedof 20 cm s-• with pected, an anticyclonicturn with an average speedof 5 cm
negligible vertical shear. In comparison,the calculated geo- s-a. However,the turn gradualyweakensand shiftstowarda
strophie speed in the region with level of no motion at the cyclonic turn as the float is advected acrossdeepeningisosurface increased to 15 cm s-• at 500 m with weak shear in
baths. The increasingspeed with depth as well as the drift
the first 200 m. This may indicate that the orbital speedin the trajectories relative to the bathymetry support the above
eddy E6 was about 35 cm s-• at 500 m, with near-equal thesisof bathymetricsteering.In comparison,the geostrophic
magnitudeof the baroclinic and barotropic flow components. speed above 750 m (level of no motion at the surface)were
In 1984, two SOFAR floats (S2 and S7), at 250 m and 725 below 5 cm s-• at the crossover
points(Figures7 and 8).
m showedthe combinedeffectsof mesoscaleand regional flow Assuming minor time variations in the eddy orbital speed
(Figure 7). The float at 725 m followed the isobath in the from the SOFAR float measurements to the CTD-inferred
southern part of Molloy Deep with a mean speed of 10 cm geostrophicspeedestimates,the results again suggestnear-

s-•. On the eastwardside,the float drifted northwardout of

equal magnitudeof the baroclinicand barotropicflow compo-

the deep, probably caught in the regional AW circulation as-

nents at 750 m.
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2.3.

North of 80øN

In addition to the influence of the complex bathymetry on
the deep water circulation between 79øN and 80øN, evidence
of bathymetric steeringand trapping on the shallower (800 m)
Yermak Plateau north of 80øN is indicated in Figure 9. Analysis of float trajectories north of 80ø15'N shows three distinct
patterns of movement (Figure 9) which were related to bottom
topography. The first pattern exhibited by SOFAR floats (N1,
N4, and N9) located between 100 m and 250 m on the
Yermak Plateau reflectsbottom-trapped motion. One of these
floats (N4) displayed cyclonic motion for almost 30 days over
or in close proximity to a bathymetric high of about 300 m

abovethe surroundingdepths,indicatingtrappingof E11. The
two other floats appeared to be located within an intervening
800-m-deep saddle and cycled between two local highs, indicating weak mean advection and vorticity below 100 m. The
cyclonic motion therefore disagreeswith the expected anticyclonic motion over topographic highs obtained through
conservationof potential vorticity.
N8 defines a trajectory possessingmore steady drift to the
north with the branch of AW entering the Arctic along the
slope of the Yermak Plateau. Small east-west oscillations (at
tidal frequencies) are very common and may become large
enough to shift a float into the region of trapped motion over
the Yermak

Plateau.

Further west, larger meandering patterns are observed
Fig. 5. (a) Schematicinterpretationsof the July 9 SAR and the
July 14 and 16 SLAR mosaics.The main ice edgeis hatched,and the
dotted regionsindicate areas with small floes. The trajectoriesof
Argos buoy 5071 (solid dots), buoy 5062 (solid squares),and buoy
5090 (soliddots) are shown.Arrows indicategeostrophicflow of AW

(Plate 5a).(Plate 5 is shownherein blackand white.The color

(open) and ice and PW (solid).(b) Absolutecurrent measurements.

was associated with current shear and is consistent with CTD

version can be found in the separate color section in this

issue.)The SOFAR float trajectorieswithin this region (N2,
N7, and partly N10) suggestthat the larger-scalemeandering
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observationsand calculateddynamicheight,which showeda

with levelof no motionat the surfaceare shownin Figures
10c-10f. The 2.5øCisothermrisesabruptly from an undismeanderlater evolvedto form a cycloniceddy(El2) ascanbe turbedmeandepthof 250m to nearly50 m in theeddycenter,
nearly occluded meander. The meander core was AW. This

seenin the closedloop patternsof the two floats and in data

leading to a separationof the AW into a core on each side.In

from independently
driftingCyclesondes
(Plates5b and 5c) contrast,the 34.9%0isohalineis depressed
from a depthof 75
that boundedthe featureovera 2-weekperiodstartingJuly 1 m at the rim of the eddy to 125 m in the center.
[Manley et al., 1986]. Ice kinematic studiesfrom SAR mosaics
In the surfacelayer a lens of cold (<2.5øC) and fresh
[Shuchman
et al., 1986,also unpublished
manuscript,1986] (< 34.4%0)PW with a thicknessof 25 m and a width of 10 km
alsoshowedconsistent
cyclonicice motiondirectlyabovethis indicates
inwardradialmotionandconvergence
asa resultof
feature.The surfacedrift patternof two Argosbuoysdeployed frictionbetweenthe eddyand the overlyingice and PW. The
on ice floesconfirmedthe presence
of the cycloniceddywith corresponding
densitystructure(Figure10e)showsa depresan average orbital speedof the order of 10 cm s- •.
sionof the upperlayerisopycnals
with reversing
isopycnal
The temperatureand salinitytransectof thisfeature(Plates slopebelowapproximately
125m. Thusthe geostrophic
flow
5b and 5c)with a horizontalresolution
of oneprofileevery30 showscyclonic orbital motion with subsurfacemaximum of 20
min wasobtainedby the southwarddriftingCyclesonde
as it cm s-• at 125m, located
roughly5 km off theeddycenter.
passednearthe meandercoreof AW (Plate5a).The position Exceptfor the horizontalscaleof thiseddyfeature,the surface
of themeander
wasalsofoundto coincide
witha spur/trough lensstructure
locatedovertheinteriordomeis in basicagreetopographic feature of similar spatial scale on the western ment with the eddy structurefrequentlyobservedsouth of
flank of the YermakPlateau(Figure9) and may suggest
fur- 79øN.The structureand behaviorof thiseddyfeatureleadus
ther involvement
of bottomtopography
in the mesoscale
cy- to believethat this is an eddyin the AW advectednorthward
clonic eddy circulation in E12.
with the WSC, whichencountered
the ice edge,leadingto
Off the ice edgea mesoscale
eddy(El3) havinga diameter eddy-iceedgeinteraction
asis shownschematically
in Figure
of 15-20km wasmappedby R/V HdkonMosbyovera 10-day 11.
periodfrom June 18 to 29, 1984(Figures10a-10f). For the
From the first observation of the feature on June 18 at the
first 3 daysof this perioda strong,persistent
northeasterlyiceedgeuntilJune26, the eddycentermovedinto the open
windof 10-15m s-• blewalmostparallelto theiceedgewith oceanat 5 km d-• in an easterlydirection.Ice and PW
theiceto theright.Thecircularstructure
of theeddyis clearly trappedin theeddyduringtheeddy-iceinteractionphasewere
evident in the depth variations of the 2.5øC isotherm and 35%0 consequently
transportedinto warmerwater by the eddy
isohaline(Figures 10a and 10b). Vertical east-westcrosssec- propagation.In contrastto the weak eddymovement,the ice
tionsof temperature,
salinity,density,and geostrophic
speed edgeretreated
50km northward
overa 4-dayperiodowingto
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Then
strongsoutherlywindsof 15 m s- • beginningon June24. 81øN during MIZEX '83 and MIZEX '84 are discussed.
From June 26 to 29 the eddy center moved eastwardat 1 km
d-•. After this period no evidenceof the eddy feature was
found, indicating a decaytime of 10 days.
Exploratory eddy mapping betweenJune 27 and 29, 1984

usinghelicopterCTD castsbelow the interior ice on the east
Greenland sloperegion showeda cycloniceddy El4 (Figures
12a and 12b).This eddy with a geostrophicspeedof 15-20 cm
s- • and a scaleof 20-30 km was located directly south of the
Ob bank, as is shown in the dynamic height contours(Figure
12a).In comparison,the verticalcrosssectionof temperature,
salinity,and densityshow an eddy about 200 m deep, and
with a core more saline and denser(0.78 a, units) than the
surroundingwater (Figure 12b).
3.

Discussion

In this section the sources and characteristics of the 14

eddies(El-E14) identifiedin Fram Strait between78øN and

the vorticity balance and energeticsfor a few selectededdies
are analyzed. Finally, the importance of eddy-induced ablation for ice melt and retreat is quantified.
3.1. Eddy Sources

The general oceanographicand meteorologicalconditions
in Fram Strait allow several eddy sourcesto be present on a
near-permanentbasis.For 7 of the 14 eddies,generationby a
mixture of severalsourcesis suggested.The generation of the
others is explained by one single mechanism. Five sources
leading to eddy formation can be identified:
1. The necessaryconditionfor barotropic instability is the
existenceof an inflexionpoint in the horizontal current profile
[Pedlosky, 1979]. During MIZEX '84 the presenceof an ice
edge jet in the EGC was inferred from ice floe tracking in
sequentialAVHRR and SAR imagesand from Argos drifting
buoys [MIZEX Group, 1986]. Vinje and Finnekdsa [1986]
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have also documentedthe existenceof this jet. Moreover, a

foundin Fram Strait duringMIZEX '84, both in deepwater

horizontal current shear between the EGC and recirculated
AW was observed south of 79øN. Less horizontal shear was

in the central part of the strait and in shallow water on the
Yermak

Plateau.

found in the northern region of the strait. However, oc-

4. Open oceaneddiespresentin the AW (Plate 2) are
casionallythe strengthof thisjet and shearcan increasesig- advected
towardthe meltwaterfrontand the ice edge.This
nificantlyowingto wind forcing[Johannessen
et al., 1983]. will leadto interaction
thatcandevelop
intoiceedgeeddies.
Inflection points may be presentin theseshearzones,on both Furthermore,
the fluidparcelsmustconserve
potentialvortisides of the velocity maximum. This implies that kinetic city along their path' as the AW is forced under the ice and
energy can be provided to eddiesthrough barotropic insta- PW, thecoredepthandrelativedistance
between
isopycnals
bility,favoringcycloniceddiesat the iceedgeand anticyclonic increases,
and so too mustthe relativevorticity.Thismay

eddies towards the ice interior.

2. A vertical shear betweenthe wedge-shapedEGC and
recirculatedAW also exists.In addition, a baroclinic current

enhanceformationof cycloniceddiesalongthe meltwater
front and the ice edge.
5. Lastly, upper ocean eddiesdue to wind-induced differ-

regimein the upperoceanin the vicinityof the ice edgemay ential Ekman pumpingalong a meanderingice edge
be causedor enhancedby the wind driven ice edgejet as [Hfikkinen,1986]havenot beendirectlyobserved.
However,
suggested
in a numericalmodel by Roedand O'Brien[1983] useof Fram Straitsummerconditions
with a mixedlayer
and observedby Johannessen
et al. [1983]. Potentialenergyis depthof 25 m and an ice edgewith meandersof 20-40 km in

therefore available. In cases when the ratio of the first internal

Rossbydeformationradius(Rd = h(N/f), i.e., the product of
the verticalscaleh and the ratio of Brunt-Viiisfilfi
frequencyN
to the Coriolisparameterf) to the width of the jet (L) is less
than or equal to O(1),perturbationsgrow throughbaroclinic
instability[Phillips,1954,Pedlosky,
1979].Thisargumentwas
usedby Wadhamsand Squire[1983] to concludethat the

thismodelleadsto formation
of shallow
upperlayereddies.
Table 2 summarizedthe characteristicsfor the 14 eddiesE1

to El4. Theyare labeledas openoceaneddies(O), iceedge
eddies
(I), undericeeddies
(U) or subsurface
eddies
(S).Table
2 includesinformationon waterdepth,rotation,horizontal
andverticalscale,
maximum
orbitalspeed
versus
depth,propagation,typicalverticalstructure,
andinferrededdysources.
"Ymer"vortexin theEGC wasgenerated
by baroclinic
instaEddiesweredetected
in bothdeepandshallowwaterrangbility. Thus,eddysources1 and 2 suggest
that in the frontal ing from 5500 m to 250 m. Twelve of the 14 eddies were
regimeof the EGC, baroclinic
andbarotropicprocesses
com- cyclonic.
Themeaneddyradiuswas15km +_5 km,theonly
bine to form mesoscale eddies.
exception
beingE5 witha radiusof 50 km. In comparison,
the
3. Evidenceof eddiesgenerated
by topographic
steering internalRossbydeformation
radiusRdrangedbetween3 and
andtrappingdueto conservation
of potentialvorticityis also 5 kmin theMIZ. Themaximum
observed
orbitalspeedversus
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teau. On the other hand, the mean cross-isobath advection

toward increasingdepth obtained the last 15 days displayed
cyclonic orbital motion in agreement with the conservation of
potential vorticity argument.
The relative importance of the six major bathymetric features in the central Fram Strait (seeFigure 7) when applied in
the expressionfor potential vorticity in a barotropic ocean on
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In numerical models the initial flow interaction with a topographic feature leads to the generation of a pair of eddies
[Huppert and Bryan, 1976; Verron and Le Provost, 1985].
Later, a Taylor column may propagate downstream from the
generation site dependent on the inverse Froude number
Nh=/U (the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency N, the height of the
topographicfeatureh=, and the backgroundadvectionU). For
typical mean valuesin the Molloy Deep region, this number is
of the order of 10 [Smith et al., 1984], and the eddies will
remain trapped. However, occasionally the number may decrease toward 2 for relatively strong pulsation of the mean

current, U, of 50 cm s-• as was observedby Vinje and

Finnekdsa [1986]. This will lead to downstream advection of
eddies.Consequently,this source(source3) must be accounted
Plate 5. (a) SOFAR float trajectoriesof N2 and N7, together with for in the mixture of generation mechanismsfor the eddies E1
surfacedynamic height (contour interval of 10 dyn cm) and drift track
to E4 located downstream of the complicated topographic
of the Cyclesonde,with corresponding(b) temperatureand (c) salinity
structure from the Cyclesonde section. (The color version of this region in the central part of the strait. The distance from
figurecan be found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)
Molloy Deep to E1 (from July 4 to 16) of about 50 km furthermore agreeswith the predicted downstream wavelength to
the crest of the first and largest standing wave (lee wave) from
depth was 40 cm s-• at 50 m in El, while the deepestmaxi- a deflection region obtained in the tank model by Narimousa
mum of 20 cm s- • was foundat 125 m for eddy El3. These and Maxworthy [1986]. Their results further showed that
eddies are thus not categorized as submesoscalecoherent vor- sometimesthis standing wave became unstable and allowed a
tices (SCV), which by definition have horizontal scalesof less cycloneto pinch off from the crest.The finding of E2 about 50
than the internal Rossby radius Rd as well as subsurfaceor- km downstream of E1 is also in agreement with these tank
bital velocity maxima [McWilliams, 1985]. The propagation results.
speedrangedfrom 1 to 15 km d- • for El, and from 1 to 5 km
The observedcirculation in the frontal region immediately
d-• for E2 to E4 and El3, while the seveneddies E5 to Ell
south of 79øN is quasi-permanently cyclonically curved. This
remained trapped owing to bathymetric steering.
favors generation of cyclonic eddies [McWilliams, 1985] in
Table 2 suggeststhat the trapped eddies are generated by agreement with E1 to E4. These eddies are suggestedto be
vorticity stretching due to flow interaction with topography generated primarily by the mixture of sources 1 and 2, as is
(source3) such that the cyclonic eddies(E5, E6, E8, and El0)
usually the case for frontal instabilities, and since a branch of
are found over topographic depressionsand the anticyclonic the AW recirculates at 79øN, source 4 may also occur. The
eddies (E7 and E9) are found over topographic highs. E5 is subsidence of the AW underneath the ice and PW in the EGC
further enhancedby source4. The combined effect of thesesix releasespositive relative vorticity through density stretching.
eddiescan be viewed as a systemwith five small "gear wheels," T-S relationships display this density stretching. Density
E6 to El0, enclosedby a large gear wheel E5. The source of stretching in meanders is also observed with RAFOS floats in
the trapped eddy (Ell) located over the seamount on the the Gulf Stream [Rossby et al., 1985]. However, trapped
Yermak Plateau (Figure 9) is less obvious, especiallyfor the eddies (source 3) may occasionally be advected downstream
first 15 days. The SOFAR float deployed at 265 m displayed from the Molloy Deep region in responseto strong pulsation
cyclonic orbital motion with speed ranging from 5 to 10 cm of the mean current, while standing lee waves formed downs-• despitethe anticyclonicmotion expectedfrom conser- stream of Molloy Deep may also become unstable and pinch
vation of potential vorticity over a local high when the mean off eddies. Paquette et al. [1985] report on observations of a
background vorticity is zero. It is also in disagreementwith cyclonic eddy in this region with structure and scalesin comHunkins' [1986] suggestionthat tidal rectified vorticity waves parison with E1 during a field experiment in 1981. They also
7 July
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find that other historical data in the region show a similar
eddy feature.

The importance of the last eddy source (source 5) arising
from differentialEkman pumpingalong a meanderingice edge
[Hfikkinen, 1986] needs also to be clarified. The ice advected

into the central part of Fram Strait associatedwith E5 leads
to a near-permanent meanderlike ice configuration (see Plate
2). Eddies are frequently found in the vicinity of the crest of
this meander(El to E4 and El2). The weathermaps and wind
curve shown in Figure 2 also show that along ice edge winds
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D/dt {--(c3p/c3r)(c3v/c3z)
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+ f)} = 0

(1)

where v and p are the mean horizontal speed and density, and
the vertical velocity is negligible in comparison with v, and
derivatives
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Fig. 11. Schematicof the interaction of the open ocean eddy (El3)
with the ice edge.

with the ice to the right when looking downwind were
common, providing favorable conditions for source 5 to generate upper ocean eddies.On the other hand, the large vertical

scaleof theseeddiesof O(102-103m) cannotbe explainedin
this way.
Finally, the detailed sampling in some of these eddies sug-

gestedthat the vertical eddy structurecan be divided in two
categories: (1) eddies with a surface lens and interior dome
structureleading to a reversalin the slope of the isopycnals,in
general representativeof the ice edge eddies, and (2) eddies
with either upward displacement(dome structure) or downward displacement(depression)of isopycnalsonly. Analytical
studiesof joint upper oceaneddiesconsistingof a lens on top
of a cyclonic vortex overlying an infinite deep have recently
been made by Nor [1985]. He finds that the self-propagation
of thesejoint upper oceaneddiesis eastwardwhen the cyclonic vortex is weak and westward when the cyclonic vortex is
strong. This is in basic agreementwith the observation of El3
in category 1, which propagated eastward at a maximum of 5

km/d-•. The comparisonwith other eddiesin category1 is
less satisfactory,since they are located in regions with relatively strong backgroundcirculation that dominatesthe eddy
propagation.

in

azimuthal

directions

are

much

smaller

than

those in radial directions. The inner parenthesis of the second
term contains the relative and planetary vorticity terms multiplied by the density stratification, while the first term accounts
for the radial vorticity. In Table 4 these source terms are
quantified in order of magnitude.
Apparently, for all four eddies most of the adjustment is in
the second term. Thus in order for a fluid parcel to conserve
potential vorticity, an increase in relative vorticity associated
with the cyclonic turn must be accompaniedby a stretching of
isopycnals.Water parcels will thereby downwell along density
surfacesas they are advectedcyclonically through the feature.
3.3.

Energetics

The supply of kinetic energy through barotropic instability
arises from Reynolds stressesworking against the mean horizontal velocity gradient [Pedlosky, 1979], i.e., E k ---u'v'c•v/
•x, where u', v' are the perturbation velocities. A corresponding expression for the available potential energy released

throughbaroclinic
instabilityis Ep=--(g/poN)2(u'p'c•p/c•x),
showing that the potential energy arises through the advection
of density perturbation across the mean horizontal density
gradient. Following Thomson [1984] the relative importance
of these two source terms is scaled as

S = Ep/Et,= (fg/N2)(p'/po)(L/H)v
'-• = 2(p'/v')=1

(2)

for realisticinput values(in mks units)off= 1.4 x 10-4 s-•,
g = 10 m s-2, N2= 3 x 10- s s-2, Po= 103kg m-3, L = 20
km, and H = 500 m, and valuesof p' and v' of 0.1 kg m- 3 and
0.2 m s- • at the depthof maximumorbital speed(seeFigures
4 and 6). Alternatively, using the thermal wind relationship of
the perturbation (fv'/H • p'g/poL) this ratio can be written

S = (f/N) 2 (L/H) 2, whichalsoequals1. Equalcontributionsof
50% from the potential and the kinetic energy exchange from
the mean to the "perturbation" eddy field are thus expected.
In comparison, similar scaling applied to a Gulf Stream ring
[Thomson, 1984] indicates that 90% of the energy exchange is
associated

with the baroclinic

term.

The mean available potential energy (APE) and kinetic
energy (KE) in E1 was also roughly calculated using the CTD
data shown in Figure 4 with the assumptionthat the eddy was

symmetric.From Olson[1980] the APE is estimatedusingthe
integral

APE = g/2

(c3p/c3z)(h
i -- hr)2 dz dr

(3)

oo

3.2.

Vorticity Balance

Scaling of the potential vorticity equation for a stratified
ocean enables the relative importance of the various terms in
the dynamic relationship of the eddies to be quantified and
analysed. El, El2, El3, and El4 were selectedfor this study.
The CTD

data and current

meter data are used in the calcula-

wherehi is the depth of the densitysurfacein the eddy and hr
is the referencedepth of the same surface.The kinetic energies
are estimated using

KE = p/2

[00

19
2 dz dr

(4)

oo

tions. The ageostrophiceffect (friction) that leads to surface
convergencein several of the ice edge eddies is neglected in where the velocitiesare calculatedfrom the gradient current
this scalingargument.
balancewith input of calculatedgeostrophicspeed,and with
In accordance with Olson [1980] the potential vorticity no account of the barotropic eddy speed.The integration is
equation in cylindrical coordinates on an f plane can be ap- from the surfaceto the generalCTD samplingdepth of 500 m.
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In contrast to the result of formula (2), the ratio of available
potentialenergyto kineticenergyin E1 is 5, with peak APE
and KE both located approximately l0 km off the center.
Completeagreementis not necessarily
expectedbetweenthe
ratio of potential and kinetic energytransferand the ratio of
potentialand kineticenergydistribution.On the otherhand,if
a rough estimateof the KE contributionfrom deeperwater
(barotropicspeed• 0.10 m s- • for eddyEl) is accountedfor,
the ratio (APE/KE) decreases
to approximately2, in closer
agreementwith the resultsobtainedfrom the scalingargument
usingformula (2).

3.4.

Eddy-Induced Ablation

The abundanteddiesalongthe ice edgenot only advect
warm AW beneaththe ice but also sweepice and PW out

awayfromthepackinto warmerAW. Bothof theseprocesses
greatly accelerateice ablation by bringingwarm water into
contactwith the ice.In theseconditions,the bottomablation,
as measuredduringMIZEX '83 and MIZEX '84 [Josberger,

thisissue]attainsvaluesfrom0.25to 0.5m d-• compared
to
0.01-0.02m d- • for theinterioricepack.
To estimate
theeffectof eddyheattransporton theiceedge,
considerthe followingsimplecase.A seriesof eddiesis cen-
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Water

Eddy

m

Characteristics of the 14 Eddies, El-E14
Vertical

Depth,

Rotation
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Maximum

Radius, Scale, Speed/Depth, Propagation,
km
m
cm s- •/m
km d- •

Structure

Source

South of 79øN

E1 (I)

2400 cyclonic

15

1000

40/50

1-15

surfacelens/
interior

E2 (I)
E3 (O)
E4 (O)

2400 cyclonic
2600 cyclonic
2400 cyclonic

15
15
20

> 500
> 500

E5
3000 cyclonic
E6 (I, S) 5500 cyclonic
E7 (I, S) 1400 anticyclonic
E8 (I, S) 4000 cyclonic
E9 (I, S) 3000 anticyclonic
El0 (S) 4500 cyclonic

50
20
15
15
15
15

1000
5400
1300
3900
2800
4300

Ell (U)
E12 (U)
El3 (O)

500 cyclonic
2000 cyclonic
1200 cyclonic

10
15
10

300
> 200
400

E 14 (U)

250

15

200

40/0
30/0

1-5
1-5
1-5

1, 2 (3)

dome

1, 2 (3)
1, 2 (3)
1, 2 (3)

dome

79ø-80øN

trapped
trapped
trapped
trapped
trapped
trapped

depression
dome
depression
dome
depression

3, 4
3
3
3
3
3

North of 80øN

10/0
20/125

trapped
negligible
1-5
surfacelens/
interior

cyclonic

20/0

3
4
4

dome

dome

1, 2

The maximumorbital speedis eithergeostrophically
calculatedor directlymeasured.Eddy typesare
asfollows:O, openoceaneddy;I, iceedgeeddy;U, undericeeddy;S, subsurface
eddy.

tered along the ice edge,the eddy centersare separatedby a
distancel, and each eddy has a radius r. Then the eddy will
bring re*r2/2m2 of ice in contactwith warm water of 3ø-4øC.
If the ice is h m thick and meltsat w m d-•, then the average
retreat of the ice edgeof the distanceI is givenby

A = (wrcr2)/(21h)

(5)

Mesoscale

eddies

are

found

both

in

shallow

water

with

depths of several hundred meters and in deep water with
depths of several thousand meters and have typical scalesof

30-40 km. The majority of the eddiesrotate cyclonicallywith
maximum orbital speed,in somecasessubsurface,
of approxi-

mately40 cm s-•. Observations
furthersuggest
that the eddy
propagation is dominated by the advection within the background mean flow reachingup to 15 km d-•, and that the
eddy lifetime is at least 20-30 days.

For typical MIZ values,r = 15 km, h = 1.5 km, I = 50 km, the
ice edge melt will be about 1 to 2 km d- •
Additional effectsincludeweakeningof the ice whichmakes
Five independentice-oceaneddy sourcesare present.The
it more susceptibleto destructionby floe collisionsand surface topographicallycontrollededdiesare basicallyformed by con-

wave breakup.The fact that only ice floesapproximately200
m acrossand never large floes (> 1 km) are observedin the
eddies substantiatesthe importance of this process.The reducedice concentrationin the eddiesincreasesthe absorption
of solar radiation, replacing the heat lost by melting. The
relatively small ice floes in eddiesalso have greater ratios of
lateral area to bottom area than do larger floes; hencelateral
ablation becomesimportant.

servationof potentialvorticityasthe barotropicflow compo-

nent interacts with the bathymetry. Occasionally, these
trapped eddiesmay be advecteddownstreamin responseto
strong pulsation of the mean current. However, the transient
eddies along the frontal zone and ice edge are primarily
formed by a mixture of barotropic and baroclinicinstability.
Additionally,the abundanceof eddiesalong the ice edgemay
increaseowing to interaction of AW eddieswith the ice edge
and vorticity stretching as the AW is forced under the PW, as
4.
CONCLUSIONS
well as owing to differentialEkman pumping.
The major terms in the vorticity balance estimatedfor sevObservations and interpretations of the summer MIZEX
'83-MIZEX '84 eddy investigation in Fram Strait between eral of the best sampled eddies are associatedwith the stretching of isopycnalsand the accompanyingchangesin the radial
Svalbard and Greenlandlead to the followingconclusions:
shearin combinationwith the Coriolisparameter.In comparison the contributionfrom the first term in equation(1) is at
least an order of magnitude less, which indicates the relative
TABLE 3. Conservation of Potential Vorticity Relative to the Six
importance of theseterms in modeling.However, the ice conMajor Topographic Features in Central Fram Strait Shown in
Figure 7

H,

H -- Ho,

Feature

m

m

Depression 1
Depression 2
Depression 3
(Molloy Deep)
Seamount 1
Seamount 2
Seamount 3

4500
3600
5500

1500
600
2500

0.5f
0.2f
0.83f

1500
1500
1400

- 1500
- 1500
- 1600

- 0.5f
- 0.5f
- 0.53f

•

vergence in the center of the eddies indicates that the frictional

forces, not included in the vorticity equation, must also be
consideredin modeling.
The energy distribution in the eddy feature E1 indicates
that the availablepotential energyexceedsthe kinetic energy
by a factor of about 2. However, the data did not allow the
temporal decreasein the APE, and thus eddy decay or spindown, to be quantified. Furthermore, the abundance of the
eddiesalso suggeststhat energytransferby eddy-eddyinteraction is important and must be includedin modeling.
The abundance of eddies enhancesthe ablation during
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TABLE 4. Quantification
of SourceTermsin Equationof PotentialVorticityon afPlane
Vertical

Maximum

Radius,

Speed,

Scale,

Op/Or,

Op/Oz,

Ov/Or+ v/r,

km

m s- x

m

kg m-½

kg m-½

s-•

E1
El2
El3

15
15
7

0.40
0.10
0.20

El4

15

0.20

Eddy

1000
>200
400
200

0.5 x
0.5 x
0.4 x
0.3 x

10-½
10-½
10-4
10-•'

2.0 x
1.0 x
4.0 x
1.5 x

10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2

0.3 x
0.1 x
0.3 x
0.2 x

10-'•
10-½
10-½
10-½

Ov/Oz,

s-•

f,

s-•

0.4 x 10-2
0.05 x 10-2
0.2 x 10-2
0.2 x 10-2

1.4 x
1.4 x
1.4 x
1.4 x

10-½
10-½
10-½
10-½

Term 1,

Term 2,

kg m -½ s-x

kg m-½ s-•

2.0 x
0.25 x
0.8 x
0.6 x

30.0x
10.0x
70.0 x
20.0x

10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7

10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7

Term 1, (3p/3r)(3v/3z).Term 2, (3p/3z)(v/r+ 3v/3r + f).

summerby 1-2 km of ice edgemelt per day, and is a thermodynamicprocess
whichneedsto be includedin ice edgemod-
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7199

Plate 1 [Johannessenet al.]. Aerial photograph of the 20- to
40-km ice edge eddy E1 centered at 79øN, 2ø30'W taken from the CV
580 on June 30, 1984.
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Plate 2 [Johannessenet al.]. NOAA satellite AVHRR image (combined IR and visual) from July 1, 1984. The
temperaturecolor scalein the oceanrangesfrom blue (0øC)to yellow (4øC).The albedo gray scaleof the ice rangesfrom
black (ice edge) to white (ice pack). Clouds west of Svalbard are also white. (This image was processedat Christian
MichelsensInstitute,Bergen,Norway, by K. Kloster.)
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Plate 3 [Johannessen
et al. ]. Sequenceof NOAA satellite visual and IR imageson June 26, June 29, July 1, and July 4,
aircraft SAR mosaics on July 5, 7, and 9; and SLAR mosaic on July 14. Eddy features labeled El-E4 are discussedin the
text.
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Plate 5 [Johannessen
et al.]. (a) SOFAR float trajectoriesof N2
and N7, togetherwith surfacedynamicheight(contourinterval of 10

Plate 4 [Johannessen
et al.]. Three-dimensionaltemperature dyn cm) and drift track of the Cyclesonde,
with corresponding
(b)
composite
of E1 and E3. Arrowsindicatethemotionsof the ice,Polar temperatureand (c) salinitystructurefrom the Cyclesondesection.
Water, and Atlantic Water.

